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The 2018 Lake Wicwas Association (LWA) Annual Meeting was held in the Grange Hall in 
Meredith Center.  The gathering of LWA members began with refreshments and some time 
for socializing, beginning at 9:30 am. 
 
Dean Dexter, President of the Lake Wicwas Association, welcomed the attendees and called 
the meeting to order at 10:06 am with approximately 40 LWA members attending.  Dean 
noted that the meeting marked 36 years since the Lake Wicwas Association was founded in 
1982. 
 
Guest Speaker Henry Stevens 
 
Dave Thorpe introduced Henry Stevens, the Field Biologist Intern at the Loon Preservation 
Committee.  Henry is a rising senior in biology and environment studies at Tufts University. 
Henry has assisted Dave with monitoring loons on Lake Wicwas, including a visit this morning 
in the rain.  Henry noted that his boss Harry Vogel has presented to LWA a couple years ago. 
Henry understood that we might know a lot about loons, already. Henry’s talk focused on the 
factors that threaten loons.  Ignorant kayakers are a particular threat during the nesting 
season, because they can get close to a loon nest. Loons are very sensitive to the presence of 
people and find it very stressful, and may result in loons abandoning their nests. Wakes from 
power boats are also a threat. 
 
Lead is still a severe threat to loons. Lead poisoning can kill a loon within 48 hours. Nine loons 
died this year in New Hampshire due to lead poisoning. Lead tackle is no longer for sale, but 
there is still a lot of lead in fishermen’s supplies and on the bottom of lakes. Pieces from lead 
tackle look like small rocks to loons, who may eat those “rocks” to help with digestion and get 
lead poisoning.  Fishing line may tangle loons, but entangled loons can often be saved by 
manual intervention and may even manage to be OK on their own. Fishing line filament may 
accumulate on shorelines and be a problem for loons. 
 
Shoreline development means fewer possible nesting sites. That is not much of a problem on 
Lake Wicwas since so much of our shoreline is undeveloped. However, most lakes have 
shorelines that are nearly all developed. 
 
Loons themselves are a threat to loons. Rogue loons can be a stressor or real danger to a 
nesting loon.  Henry passed around samples of loon “keel” breast bones. A striking feature of 
these breastbones was holes in the breast plates, caused by attacks on loons from under the 
water by other loons, putting holes in the bone. Jagged-edged holes in the bones are more 
recent damage. Smoother-edged holes are the result of partial healing. It’s very common for 
loons to have such puncture wounds. Such wounds may kill, but more often these wounds 
weaken the loon. 



Loons may not be good parents. For example, they might choose poor nesting spots, such as a 
bare rock.  In other cases, the father may not cooperate in caring for the eggs.  Once loon 
chicks are hatched, there are big risks to the survival of the chicks. Predation of loon chicks by 
bald eagles, snapping turtles, or even bass fish, for example, are big problems. Bald eagles 
may take loons, even once they are older. Henry noted that during the first 10 days, loon 
chicks are like “chicken nuggets” to snapping turtles. Predators can also attack loon eggs when 
they are still in the nest.  Examples include nest predation by raccoons, ravens stealing the 
eggs or sucking the egg empty. Otters have been reported to steal loon eggs, too. 
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Recently, Tufts documented first case of avian malaria in loons. Malaria is not as dangerous to 
loons as it is in humans, but malaria can seriously weaken loons. 
 
Henry noted that abiotic factors play a significant role in loon survival. Abiotic factors are the 
non-living parts of an ecosystem. For loons, flash floods and drought can disrupt loon nesting. 
Flash floods can flood the loon nest, making it unfit. Drought can lower water level making it 
difficult for loons to get to or from the nest. For loons, this is a serious problem, since loons 
can barely walk and a good loon nest is only a few inches off the water. 
 
Every winter, LPS performs “ice rescues” of loons. If the formation of lake ice results in only a 
small patch of water around the loon, it might provide too little runway for the loon to take 
off.  That problem is particularly dangerous for an injured loon or a young loon. LPC does at 
least a couple ice rescues of loons every year. 
 
One emerging threat to loons is a fungal infection called Aspergillosis. Aspergillus is a common 
mold that can affect the lungs of loons.  Despite this catalog of the great many threats to 
loons, loons on Lake Wicwas are doing well, with Lake Wicwas providing unusually good 
nesting possibilities and habitat for loons. 
 
Some statistics: 

 In the lakes region, there were 42 chicks, of which 31 have survived, a 73.8% survival 
rate 

 79% is state average survival rate for loons the last few years 

 Winnipesaukee has about 30 breeding territories, yielding 21 chicks, of which 6 
remain, a very low survival rate, probably due to human factors 

 Squam Lake had 6 nests, but only 2 nests provided a total of 2 chicks 
 
In response to questions, Henry noted the following points: 

 Any lead in fishing tackle is illegal and represents a serious danger for loons 

 Cyanobacteria is another threat to loons through a process called biomagnification in 
the food chain. Cyanobacteria is toxic to larger animals.  If loon eats a perch that ate 
smaller things, and so on, cyanobacteria could be concentrating.  Through 
biomagnification, cyanobacteria are another factor that may weaken loons. (Wikipedia: 
Biomagnification, also known as bioamplification or biological magnification, is the 



increasing concentration of a substance, such as a toxic chemical, in the tissues of 
tolerant organisms at successively higher levels in a food chain.) 

 When loons are rescued from the ice, LPC will do an evaluation to determine why they 
did not fly out. Injured loons, whether from ice or other situations, are sent to Avian 
Haven in Freedom, Maine, for rehab and evaluation. (See www.avianhaven.org) If 
healthy, loons will be released at the ocean. Avian Haven may hold them a while to 
recover. 

 Usually, loons that are not mated are males. There are not enough female loons to go 
around.  Worse, “bachelor” loons cause trouble for the more popular male loons that 
do mate. 

 The core of the loon range is southern Canada. Meredith is on the southern end of the 
loon range, so there are fewer loons in our area. 

 Pollution can be a problem for loons and may weaken loons, but usually does not kill 
them. 

 In the summer, while Henry does his field work for LPC, he lives in a 12 foot by 12 foot 
shack by Lake Winnipesaukee. It’s a bare bones hut, with no running water and no 
electricity. Henry kayaks around 5-6 lakes every day, looking for loons. Henry said that 
he covers all of the 102 lakes in Lakes Region with the exception of Winnipesaukee and 
Squam. 

 This is Henry’s first year at LPC. He expects to be back next year, too. 


